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Learning how to swim can be a frustrating experience sometimes, especially for an adult. Kick
with your legs, pull with your arms, breathe in, and breathe out and do it all at the right time.
Before you know it you’ve got a hundred and one things to think about and do all at the same
time or in the right sequence.The Swimming Strokes Book is designed to break each stroke
down into its component parts, those parts being body position, legs, arms, breathing and timing
and coordination. An exercise or series of exercises are then assigned to that part along with
relevant teaching points and technique tips, to help focus only on that stroke part.Although it is
not the same as having a swimming teacher with you to correct you, this book perfectly
compliments lessons or helps to enhance your practice time in the pool. The 82 exercises form
reference sections for each swimming stroke, complete with technique tips, teaching points and
common mistakes for each individual exercise.Clear, concise and easy-to-follow.



TheSwimming StrokesBook82 Easy Exercises For Learning How To SwimThe Four Basic
Swimming StrokesMark YoungNeed some extra help learning to swim? Do you find aspects of
swimming technique difficult?The Swimming Strokes Book is the perfect helping hand for
learning the four basic swimming strokes, front crawl, backstroke, breaststroke and butterfly.This
book contains specific exercises for every aspect of each of the four basic swimming strokes.
The exercises make the individual parts of each stroke simple and therefore easier to swim.This
is an ideal book for any beginner to accompany their swimming lessons and perfect for average
swimmers to learn or improve their basic swimming strokes.Clear, concise and easy to
follow.Author Online!For more resources and swimming help visit Mark Young’s website atMark
Young is a well-established swimming instructor with over twenty years experience, teaching
thousands of adults and children to swim. He has taken nervous, frightened children and adults
with a fear of water and made them happy, confident swimmers. He has also turned many of
average ability into advanced swimmers. This book draws on his experiences and countless
successes to put together this simplistic methodical approach to swimming.Also by Mark
YoungHow To Be A Swimming TeacherThe Definitive Guide to Becoming aSuccessful
Swimming TeacherThe Complete Guide To Simple SwimmingEverything You Need to Know
from Your First Entry into the Pool to Swimming the Four Basic StrokesCopyright © Mark Young
2013All rights reserved. No portion of this book may be used, reproduced or transmitted in any
form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including fax, photocopy, recording or any
information storage and retrieval system by anyone but the purchaser for his or her own personal
use. This document may not be reproduced in any form (other than for purposes of review)
without the written permission of the publisher.The material contained in this book is set out in
good faith for general guidance and no liability can be accepted for loss or expense incurred as
a result of relying in particular circumstances on statements made in the book.Whilst every effort
has been made to ensure the content of this book is as technically accurate and as sound as
possible, neither the author nor the publisher can accept responsibility for any injury or loss
sustained as a result of the use of this material.The right of Mark Young to be identified as the
author of this work has been asserted by him in accordance with the Copyright, Design and
Patents Act 1988.A Catalogue record for this book is available from the British LibraryPublished
by: Educate & Learn Publishing, Hertfordshire, UKGraphics by Mark Young, courtesy of Poser
V6.0Design and typeset by Mark YoungPublished in association with swim-
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use this bookLearning how to swim can be a frustrating experience sometimes, especially for an
adult. Kick with your legs, pull with your arms, breathe in, breathe out and do it all at the right
time. Before you know it you’ve got a hundred and one things to think about and do all at the
same time or in the right sequence. The Swimming Strokes Book is designed to break each
stroke down into its component parts, those parts being body position, legs, arms, breathing and
timing and coordination. An exercise or series of exercises are then assigned to that part along
with relevant teaching points and technique tips, to help focus only on that stroke part. The 82
exercises form reference sections for each swimming stroke, complete with technique tips,
teaching points and common mistakes for each individual exercise. What exactly are these
exercises?Each specific exercise focuses on a certain part of the swimming stroke, for example
the body position, the leg kick, the arms, the breathing or the timing and coordination, all
separated into easy to learn stages. Each one contains a photograph of the exercise being
performed, a graphical diagram and all the technique elements and key focus points that are
relevant to that particular exercise.How will they help?They break down your swimming
technique into its core elements and then force you to focus on that certain area. For example if
you are performing a leg kick exercise, the leg kick is isolated and therefore your focus and
concentration is only on the legs. The technical information and key focus points then fix your
concentration on the most important elements of the leg kick. The result: a more efficient and
technically correct leg kick. The same then goes for exercises for the arms, breathing, timing and
coordination and so on.Will they help to learn and improve your swimming strokes?Yes,
definitely! Although it is not the same as having a swimming teacher with you to correct you,
these practical exercises perfectly compliment lessons or help to enhance your practice time in
the pool. They not only isolate certain areas but also can highlight your bad habits. Once you’ve
worked though each element of the stroke and practiced the exercises a few times, you will
slowly eliminate your bad habits. The result: a more efficient and technically correct swimming
stroke, swum with less effort!front crawlan overviewSwimming with good front crawl technique is
a desire that many long for. Whether its for competition, triathlon or just to feel and look good in
your local pool, front crawl is the swimming stroke everyone wants to know how to swim
well.Front crawl is the fastest, most efficient stroke of them all. This is largely down to the
streamlined body position and continuous propulsion from the arms and legs.The alternating
action of the arms and legs is relatively easy on the joints and the stroke as a whole develops
aerobic capacity faster than any other stroke. In competitive terms it is usually referred to as
Freestyle.The constant alternating arm action generates almost all of the propulsion and is the
most efficient arm action of the four basic swimming strokes. The leg action promotes a
horizontal, streamlined body position and balances the arm action but provides little
propulsion.Front crawl breathing technique requires the head to be turned so that the mouth
clears the water but causes minimal upset to the balance of the body from its normal
streamlined position.The timing and coordination of the arms and legs occur most commonly
with six leg kicks to one arm cycle. However, stroke timing can vary, with a four beat cycle and



even a two beat cycle, which is most commonly used in long distance swims and endurance
events.front crawl body positionThe overall body position for front crawl is as streamlined and as
flat as possible at the water surface, with the head in-line with the body.The waterline is around
the natural hairline with eyes looking forward and down.If the position of the head is raised it will
cause the position of the hips and legs to lower which in turn will increase frontal resistance,
causing the stroke to be inefficient and the breathing technique to be incorrect.If the head
position is too low it will cause the legs to rise and the kick to lose its efficiency.Shoulders remain
at the surface and roll with the arm action. Hips also roll with the stroke technique, close to the
water surface and the legs remain in line with the body.Common Body Position MistakesThe
common body position mistakes made are with head position and hand and feet position during
the stroke.If the head is too high over the water surface, it will cause the legs and feet to be lower
under the water surface and cause the overall body position to be angled and therefore very
inefficient.Hands and feet must be together throughout the swimming stroke as this gives the
body its streamlined efficiency, allowing it to move smoothly through the water.If the hands or
feet move apart it causes the overall shape of the body in the water to become wider and
therefore inefficient.The best exercise to practice perfecting the correct body position and shape
is a push and glide from the poolside. The swimmer pushes off from the pool wall or floor and
glides across the water surface, keeping the head central and hands and feet touching
together.front crawl legsThe leg kick for front crawl originates from the hips and both legs kick
with equal force.The legs kick in an up and down alternating action, with the propulsive phase
coming from the down kick. There should be a slight bend in the knee due to the water pressure,
in order to produce the propulsion required on the down kick.The downward kick begins at the
hip and uses the thigh muscles to straighten the leg at the knee, ending with the foot extended to
allow it’s surface area to bear upon the water. As the leg moves upwards, the sole of the foot
and the back of the leg press upwards and backwards against the water.The upward kick slows
and stops as the leg nears and minimally breaks the water surface. Ankles are relaxed and toes
pointed to give an in-toeing effect when kicking and the depth of the kick should be within the
overall depth of the body.Common Leg Kick MistakesIt is very common to kick from the knees
during front crawl, in an attempt to generate some propulsion and movement. This can also lead
to a very stiff and robotic kicking action. The kick must originate from the hip and be a smooth
movement with relaxed knee and ankle joints.Another common mistake is to make the kicking
movements too large. In other words, the feet come out over the water surface causing
excessive splash and again wasting valuable energy.A good exercise to practice the leg kick is
holding a float or a kick board and kicking along the length of the pool with face down. This will
allow the swimmer to focus purely on the leg kick, ensuring it is a relaxed and flowing up and
down movement.front crawl armsThe continuous alternating arm action provides the majority of
the power and propulsion of the entire swimming stroke.entryThe hand enters the water at a 45
degree angle; finger tips first, thumb side down. The hand entry should be between the shoulder
and head line with a slight elbow bend.catchThe hand reaches forward under the water without



over stretching and the arm fully extends just under the water surface.propulsive phaseThe hand
sweeps through the water downwards, inwards and then upwards. The elbow is high at the end
of the down sweep and remains high throughout the in-sweep. The hand pulls through towards
the thigh and upwards to the water surface.recovery phaseThe elbow bends to exit the water
first. Hand and fingers fully exit the water and follow a straight path along the bodyline over the
water surface. The elbow is bent and high and the arm is fully relaxed.Common Arm Technique
MistakesThe arm action can bring about many mistakes, the most common being a deep
propulsive phase and a very high recovery phase.Both of these mistakes will disturb the body
position, which will in turn create an inefficient overall swimming stroke. Both a deep arm pull
and a high arm recovery over the water surface will also cause excessive body roll.The best
exercise for practicing and correcting these common mistakes is holding a float in one hand and
swimming using single arm pulls. This will force the swimmer to focus on the arm technique
whilst ensuring that the body position remains level and correct.front crawl breathingThe head
turns to the side on inhalation for front crawl breathing technique. The head begins to turn at the
end of the upward arm sweep and turns enough for the mouth to clear the water and inhale. The
head turns back into the water just as the arm recovers over and the hand returns to the water.
Breathing can be bilateral (alternate sides every one and a half stroke cycles) or unilateral (same
side) depending of the stroke cycle and distance to be swum.Types of Breathing
TechniqueTrickle BreathingThe breath is slowly exhaled through the mouth and nose into the
water during the propulsive phase of the arm pull. The exhalation is controlled to allow inhalation
to take place easily as the arm recovers.Explosive BreathingThe breath is held after inhalation
during the propulsive arm phase and then released explosively, part in and part out of the water,
as the head is turned to the side.Common Breathing MistakesIt is very common, especially for
beginners, to perform explosive breathing without knowing they are doing so. Holding the breath
during the swimming stroke comes naturally to most people but it is not necessarily the most
energy efficient way of swimming.Breath holding causes an increase in carbon dioxide in the
system, which increase the urgency to breathe. This can cause swimmers to become breathless
very quickly.Trickle breathing is the most effective breathing technique for beginners as it allows
a gentle release of carbon dioxide from the lungs, which then makes inhalation easier.Another
common mistake is to lift the head instead of roll the head to the side. Lifting the head causes
the legs to sink and the overall body position to be disturbed and the swimming stroke to be
inefficient.The best exercise for perfecting trickle breathing and ensuring the head is not lifting is
to hold a float with a diagonal grip and kick. The diagonal grip allows space for the head to roll to
the side.front crawl timingThe timing and coordination for front crawl usually occurs naturally.The
arms should provide a powerful propulsive alternating action whilst leg kicks also remain
continuous and alternating.However, there are a few variations.Six beat cycle – each leg kicks
three down kicks per arm cycle. The cycle is normally taught to beginners and used for sprint
swims.Four beat cycle – each leg kicks down twice for each arm pull.Two-beat cycle – each leg
kicks one downbeat per arm cycle. Long distance swimmers normally use this timing cycle,



where the leg kick acts as a counter balance instead of a source of propulsion. Common
MistakesThese various timing and coordination cycles bring varying degrees of mistakes, the
most common being an attempt to kick too fast.The required speed of the leg kick and therefore
the timing cycle required for the stroke depends on the distance that is to be swum. A long
distance swim requires the leg kick to counter balance the arm action, so the two beat cycle is
best used. The short sprint requires a faster leg kick so the six beat cycle is needed so that the
legs can provide more propulsion.It is easy to kick with a fast leg kick and unknowingly allow the
arm action to also speed up. This results in a loss of arm technique and overall body shape
leading to a poor and inefficient swimming stroke.Catch up is the best swimming exercise to not
only establish correct timing and coordination cycle but to experiment with different timing
cycles, as the delayed arm action slows down the exercise.front crawl full stroke overviewfront
crawl: stroke exercisesFRONT CRAWL: Body PositionHolding the poolsideAim: to encourage
confidence in a floating position.The swimmer holds the poolside for added security and some
assistance may be required, as some people will not naturally float.Key ActionsRelaxKeep the
head tucked between the armsStretch out as far as you canKeep your feet togetherTechnical
FocusHead is central and stillFace is submergedEyes are looking downwardsShoulders should
be levelHips are close to the surfaceLegs are together and in line with the bodyCommon
FaultsFailure to submerge the faceOverall body is not relaxedHead is not centralWhole body is
not remaining straightFeet are not togetherFRONT CRAWL: Body PositionStatic practice
holding floatsAim: to help the swimmer develop confidence in their own buoyancy.A float can be
held under each arm or a single float held out in front, depending on levels of confidence and
ability. Some swimmers may need extra assistance if they lack natural buoyancy.Key
ActionsRelaxKeep the head tucked between the armsStretch out as far as you canKeep your
feet togetherTechnical FocusHead is central and stillFace is submergedEyes are looking
downwardsShoulders should be levelHips are close to the surfaceLegs are together and in line
with the bodyCommon FaultsFailure to submerge the faceHead is not centralWhole body is not
remaining straightFeet and hands are not togetherFRONT CRAWL: Body PositionPush and
glide from standingAim: to develop correct body position and confidence in pushing off.The
swimmer can start with arms stretched out in front and pushes off from the pool floor or from the
wall with one foot and glides through the water unaided.Key ActionsPush hard from the side/
pool floorKeep your head tucked between your armsStretch out as far as you canKeep your
hands togetherKeep your feet togetherTechnical FocusInitial push should be enough to gain
good movementHead remains still and centralFace submerged so that the water is at brow
levelShoulders should be levelLegs in line with the bodyCommon FaultsFailure to submerge the
facePush off is too weakWhole body is not remaining straightFeet are not togetherFRONT
CRAWL: Body PositionPush and glide from the side holding floatsAim: to develop correct body
position whilst moving through the water.Body position should be laying prone with the head up
at this stage. The use of floats helps to build confidence, particularly in the weak or nervous
swimmer. The floats create a slight resistance to the glide, but this is still a useful exercise.Key



ActionsPush hard from the wallRelax and float across the waterKeep your head still and look
forwardStretch out as far as you canKeep your feet togetherTechnical FocusHead remains still
and central with the chin on the water surfaceEyes are looking forwards and
downwardsShoulders should be level and squareHips are close to the surfaceLegs are in line
with the bodyCommon FaultsPush from the side is not hard enoughHead is not centralWhole
body is not remaining straightFeet are not togetherFRONT CRAWL: Body PositionPush and
glide from the poolside
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Dr. Anthony Jameson, “Unusually clear images and instructions; but images small and fuzzy in
Kindle edition. This book compares favorably to the several comparable swimming books that I
have looked at in the following respects:1. It contains a large number of clear images showing
exactly how each part of each stroke should be performed. Whereas most books contain mainly
photographs of swimmers executing the strokes, most of these images were evidently created
by the author with a computer graphics program, which makes them unusually clear and
informative.2. Similarly, the author's instructions with regard to each stroke and the
recommended exercises are unusually clear and to the point.Warning concerning the Kindle
edition: The images are embedded in a relatively small size - just a fraction of the width of the
page unless you are reading on a small device. On my iPad, I can enlarge the images with the
usual gesture, but the resolution remains relatively low (i.e, the images and their lettering look
fuzzy), and you cannot see the surrounding text at the same time as the image. On Kindle for
PC, you can apparently not enlarge the images at all.For these reasons, the first benefit listed
above is available to an unnecessarily limited extent in the Kindle edition. I actually found it
worthwhile to buy a second copy of the book from the author's own website, where it is offered
as a PDF file which includes the images in full size and with a higher (though not perfect)
resolution.”

Mariana  Dominguez, “Good product. Great quality, good price and helpful information”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. book in very good shape. it is 2010 edition”

Anonymous Reviewer, “Practical & informative book. Excellent book for beginning swimmers
who are scared!”

Radu Lobda, “Good. Easy to read, easy to understand, easy to practice”

vern, “Worked for me.. I had been swimmimg freestyle regularly for a few months and while I was
making progress, found that I was constantly getting out of breathe. I thought I should be
breathing every 3 but preferably 4 strokes: I was wrong! I read the part of the book I felt applied
to me: freestyle. When I next went swimming, I concentrated on form and was breathing with
every second stroke - and knocked 14 minutes off my time for 50 lengths bring it down to 36
minutes. I can now, some weeks later, swim 60 twenty metre lengths in 38 minutes (but not every
visit as I also like to power down the lane for a good upper body pump). I don't get anywhere
near as breathless when I now swim for distance and have admit, I love swimming.”

StevieJ, “Money Well Spent. I found this book to be extremely helpful with my quest to improve
my swimming.It is very easy to follow with plenty of diagrams & has given me renewed



confidence in the pool.Great book covering basic swimming strokes for both beginners & those
wishing to improve.”

Hello26, “Love love love. I love it. This book help me to understand more deep about the
strokes.. More than the course that I have paid to become a swimming teacher.Take it!!!”

KC, “Helpful and Easy Breakdown of Each Stroke. Really helpful, helps me to breakdown the
stroke and whats the best way to improve my technique.”

mastles, “very good book. A definite recommend for any would be swim teacher, the book
breaks down all strokes to its basic form, it's well set out with lots of pictures and diagrams it has
good explanations about the strokes including common faults, and how to correct them”

The book by Mark Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 68 people have provided feedback.

 How to use this book Front Crawl Technique body position leg kick arm
action breathing timing Front Crawl Exercises push and glide from the poolside holding
a float or a kick board and kicking arm action holding a float
in one hand hold a float with a diagonal grip Catch up is the
best swimming exercise Common
Questions Backstroke Technique Backstroke Exercises push and glide from holding the
poolside hold a float or kick board across the
chest and perform the leg kick holding a float on the chest Breaststroke
Technique Breaststroke
Exercises push and glide exercise back (supine) with a woggle or noodle
held under the arms walk slowly through shallow water woggle under the arms Butterfly
Technique body
position Butterfly Exercises push and glide exercise from the poolside holding a float or
kickboard out in front walking though shallow water full stroke and taking a breath
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